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Description
Data attributes inherit properties of attributes and data reports. For instance, for multimodule verification tasks it is necessary to
provide an attribute which would enumerate explicitly the number of modules or files in a verification task. Such description is too
long to provide using attributes but it is necessary and should not be ever deleted in contrast to simple data attached to component
reports. It is proposed there to introduce additional attribute type "attribute data" which will contain a key string and an arbitrary text
for it given as a file. A user will be able to look at it opening small table with attributes (as it is implemented currently) and clicking the
button which would be set instead of explicit value for data attribute rows. After clicking the button there will be opened a pop-up
window as for log files with the text provided by Core for this data attribute.
Related issues:
Related to Klever - Feature #8704: Support processing of multiple error trace...

Closed

02/06/2018

History
#1 - 03/16/2018 02:02 PM - Evgeny Novikov
- Target version changed from 2.0 to 1.0
This will come together with #8704.
#2 - 03/16/2018 02:02 PM - Evgeny Novikov
- Related to Feature #8704: Support processing of multiple error traces per one unsafe report added
#3 - 05/23/2018 04:52 PM - Vladimir Gratinskiy
- Status changed from New to Feedback
Implemented in "new-report-data".
#4 - 05/31/2018 05:46 PM - Ilja Zakharov
- File Снимок экрана от 2018-05-31 17-45-54.png added
I am not sure about roots of the problem but there is another bug related to reports. Instead of validation comparison table I see just plain text like this:
#5 - 06/01/2018 09:52 AM - Evgeny Novikov
Ilja Zakharov wrote:
I am not sure about roots of the problem but there is another bug related to reports. Instead of validation comparison table I see just plain text
like this:
I moved the issue to the right place: https://forge.ispras.ru/issues/8437#note-6.
#6 - 06/06/2018 06:49 PM - Ilja Zakharov
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved
I tried to upload some data attributes with EMG component and its working and Bridge visualizes data or allows to download it (in case of a picture). I
have not tried to use marks or comparisons based on these attributes.
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#7 - 06/08/2018 04:15 PM - Evgeny Novikov
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
I merged the branch to master in 4339da97 as a part of branch core-new-formats.
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